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Methodology for Turbulence Model Validation:
Application to Hypersonic Flows

Christopher J. Roy¤ and Frederick G. Blottner†

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Hypersonic transitional � ows over a � at plate and a sharp cone are studied using four turbulence models: the
one-equation eddy viscosity transport model of Spalart–Allmaras, a low-Reynolds-numberk–" model, the Menter
k–! model, and the Wilcox k–! model. A framework is presented for the assessment of turbulence models that
includes documentationprocedures, numerical accuracy, model sensitivity, and model validation.The accuracy of
the simulations is addressed, and the sensitivities of the models to grid re� nement, freestream turbulence levels, and
wall y+ spacing are presented. The � at-plate skin-friction results are compared to the well-established laminar and
turbulent correlations of Van Driest. Correlations for the sharp cone are discussed in detail. These correlations,
along with recent experimental data, are used to judge the validity of the simulation results for skin friction
and surface heating on the sharp cone. The Spalart–Allmaras model performs the best with regards to model
sensitivity and model accuracy, whereas the Menter k–! model also performs well for these zero pressure gradient
boundary-layer � ows.

Nomenclature
C¹ = turbulence modeling constant, 0.09
c f = skin-friction coef� cient
cp = speci� c heat at constant pressure, J/kg ¢ K
f = generic solution variable
H = total enthalpy, J/kg
h = speci� c enthalpy, J/kg
k = speci� c turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

M = Mach number
m = Van Driest correlation parameter
P = turbulent kinetic energy production term, ¿i j .@¹i =@x j /
Pr = Prandtl number, 0.71
PrT = turbulent Prandtl number, 1.0
p = pressure, N/m2

q = heat � ux, W/m2

Re = Reynolds number based on freestream conditions
r f = recovery factor
St = Stanton number
s = surface distance from stagnation point, m
T = temperature, K
Tu = freestream turbulence intensity, %
u = axial velocity, m/s
u¿ = friction velocity,

p
.¿w=½/

V = velocity magnitude, m/s
x = axial coordinate, m
y = wall normal direction, m
yC = wall normal direction in wall coordinates, u¿ y=º
° = ratio of speci� c heats
" = speci� c dissipation rate, m2/s3

µ = momentum thickness, m
¹ = absolute viscosity, Ns/m2

º = kinematic viscosity, m2/s
½ = density, kg/m3

¿ = shear stress, N/m2
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¿i j = Reynolds stress tensor, N/m2

! = speci� c turbulent frequency, 1/s

Subscripts

aw = adiabatic wall value
c = cone value
e = edge condition
fp = � at-plate value
i , j = indices for tensor notation
k = mesh level 1, 2, 3, � ne to coarse
t = turbulent quantity
w = wall value
1 = freestream value

Introduction

A N effort is currently underway at Sandia National Laborato-
ries to review and assess existing turbulencemodels for hyper-

sonic � ows. These � ows generally consist of laminar, transitional,
and turbulent regions. This study deals with transition by the a pri-
ori speci� cation of a transition point. The prediction of transition
onset and extent is a challenging task and is beyond the scope of
the current work. The main goal of this study is to evaluate several
turbulence models for two simple, zero pressure gradient, attached
boundary-layer� ows: a � at plate and a sharp cone. Although a large
amount of experimental data exist for these cases, correlations are
also available that incorporate much of the data. Van Driest devel-
oped correlations for the skin friction and heating on a � at plate for
both laminar1 and turbulent2 � ow. These correlations are based on
boundary-layer theory and have been con� rmed by numerous ex-
periments.Van Driest3 and White4 have also developedcorrelations
for skin friction and heatingon sharpcones.These correlationswere
revisited in the Appendix of Ref. 5.

A secondary goal of this study is to develop a framework for
the assessmentof turbulencemodels. The assessmentmethodology
presented herein is in� uenced heavily by the work of Marvin6 and
Huang.7 The proposed assessment framework includes guidelines
for documentation,model sensitivities,and model validation.In ad-
dition, a signi� cant effort has been made to estimate the numerical
accuracyof the simulations.The proceduresfor determiningnumer-
ical accuracy are based on earlier work by the authors.8;9

The computational� uid dynamics code used herein is the Sandia
Advanced Code for Compressible Aerothermodynamics Research
and Analysis (SACCARA). The SACCARA code was developed
from a parallel distributed memory version10;11 of the INCA code,
originally written by Amtec Engineering. This code has been
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developed to provide a massively parallel, three-dimensionalcom-
pressible � uid mechanics/aerothermodynamics analysis capability
for transonic and hypersonic � ows.

Four turbulence models are examined in the current work. The
� rst turbulence model is the one-equation Spalart–Allmaras eddy-
viscosity model,12;13 which has a robust numerical formulation and
has shown promising results for a wide variety of � ows. The sec-
ond model is the standard k–" model,14 which uses low-Reynolds-
number damping functions15 near solid walls. The third model is
Menter’s hybrid model,16 which switches from a k–" formulation
in the outer � ow to a k–! formulation near solid walls. The fourth
model is Wilcox’s improved version14 of his earlier k–! turbulence
model.17

Two cases are used to investigatethe performanceof the one- and
two-equation turbulence models, both of which are zero pressure
gradient � ows. The � rst case is the � ow over a � at plate at Mach 8.
The skin friction along the � at plate is used to judge the accuracy
of the predictions through comparisons with the well-established
laminar and turbulentcorrelationsof Van Driest.1;2 The second case
is the Mach 8 � ow over a sharp cone. Supersonic and hypersonic
� ows over a sharp cone are of interest because the � ow properties at
the edge of the boundary layer are approximatelyconstant along the
cone. Thus, the sharp cone is an extension of the � at-plate geometry
and is basic to the understandingof turbulent boundary-layer� ows
and other � ow geometries. This geometry is well suited for wind-
tunnel testing and avoids the two-dimensional/three-dimensional
issues such as side-wall effects that can occur in � at-plate � ows.
From a computational point of view, this geometry is not ideal be-
cause the singularity at the sharp tip can make it dif� cult to obtain
accurate numerical solutions.

Two recent validation studies for compressible boundary lay-
ers have been performed. Huang et al.18 compared various low-
Reynolds-numberk–" models, as well as the Wilcox k–! model,17

to the Van Driest2 transformed velocity pro� le in a number of com-
pressible boundary-layer � ows. They showed that, particularly in
the case of the k–" models, the wake component of velocity for
compressibleboundarylayerswas overpredictedand, thus,wouldbe
expectedto underpredicttheskin friction.This conclusionis not sup-
portedby the resultsof the current study.Kral et al.19 examined a va-
riety of algebraic, one-equation,and two-equation turbulencemod-
els for a numberof complextwo-dimensionaland three-dimensional
compressible � ows. In general, the algebraic models performed
poorly in complex � ows with boundary-layer separation, whereas
the one- and two-equation models each were found to have their
own strengths and weaknesses. In addition, a production limiter for
the turbulentkineticenergy (similar to that used in the currentwork)
was found to improvegreatly the accuracyof the model predictions.

A number of high-speed transitional � ow experiments have been
carried out on the sharp cone geometry. The earlier database for
sharp cones has been reviewed by Bertin et al.20 One of the earlier
wind-tunnel investigations on the skin friction and heat transfer on
a sharp cone at a freestreamMach number of 7.9 was performed by
Chien.21 A published workshop edited by by Desideri et al.22 used
the sharpconeas one of thehypersonicturbulent� owproblemsto be
solved by participants.The original data for the problem have been
developed further with the data obtained in the Imperial College
number 2 gun tunnel at a Mach number of 9.26. Experiments have
been performedby Lin and Harvey23 and Hillier et al.24 In the latter
case, blunt cones have also been investigated.Transition on a sharp
cone in a Mach 3.5 low-disturbancetunnel has been investigatedby
Chen et al.25 Heat transfermeasurementson sharp cones with an af-
terbody that is a � are or ogivehave been performedby Kimmel,26;27

with the baselinemodel consistingof a 7-deg half-angle sharp cone
with a freestream Mach number of 7.93.

One of the problems with the sharp cone is the lack of a com-
pletely adequate theory-based correlation of the experimental data
to use as a benchmark solution. For laminar � ow, the skin friction
and heat transfer for a � at plate are multiplied by

p
3 to obtain the

conevalues.Theredoes not appear to be a well-establishedapproach
to transformthe turbulent � at plate results to the cone.A correlation
of the heat transfer on axisymmetric � ight vehicles with � at-plate
relationshas been investigatedby Zoby and Sullivan,28 and an addi-
tional correlation,including ground-testdata, has been investigated

by Zoby and Graves.29 The former includessix referencesfor exper-
imental data on sharp cones, where the Mach number varies from
2.0 to 4.2. An assessment of the theoretical correlations for sharp
cones was given in Ref. 5.

The conditions chosen for the Mach 8 sharp cone � ow studied
herein correspond to the experiment conducted by Kimmel,26;27

which contains surface heat transfer data. These data, along with
the correlationsfor surface heat transfer and skin frictiondeveloped
by Van Driest3 and White,4 are used to assess the accuracy of the
model predictions.

Turbulence Model Assessment Methodology
One of the goals of this work is to develop criteria for assessing

the turbulencemodels. Six criteria are listed for assessing the mod-
els. The � rst three criteria focus on the thorough documentationof
the model evaluationefforts.Details of the � ow case and the models
used must be given in enough detail so that the results are repro-
ducible by other researchers. The last three criteria list the speci� c
standards for evaluating the models. The turbulence models should
be evaluatedby � rst establishingthe numericalaccuracyof the sim-
ulations and then by examining model sensitivities and validation
comparisons to experimental data.

Criterion 1: Cases Examined
Details of (or references to) the speci� c � ow problem exam-

ined should be given, including � ow� eld geometry and relevant
physics, for example, ideal gas vs equilibrium thermochemistry,
transport properties, etc. All required boundary conditions should
be listed, includingin� ow andout� ow conditions,solid-wallbound-
ary conditionsfor temperature, incoming boundary-layerthickness,
freestreamturbulenceintensities,a measure of the freestreamturbu-
lence dissipation rate, etc. One of the dif� culties encountered in the
speci� cation of computationalboundary conditions is that the level
of informationrequiredmay not be characterizedin the experiment.
For example, the large-eddy simulation of a turbulent � ow may re-
quire spatial and temporal evolution information at the boundaries.
It should be clearly stated whether the � ow is fully turbulent or
transitional. Finally, the data available for model validation should
be given, for example, feature location, surface quantities, turbulent
� eld pro� les, etc.

Criterion 2: Turbulence Models Examined
It should be clearly stated which form of the turbulence model

is employed. It is strongly suggested that the standard model con-
stantsbe used to build on earlier turbulencemodel validationefforts.
Whereapplicable,the formof the low-Reynolds-numberwall damp-
ing functions used should be stated. The treatment of the near-wall
regions should also be listed, that is, integration to the wall or wall
functions.

Criterion 3: Model Implementation Issues
The form of the governing equations should be given. For

example, different results may be found when employing the
full Navier–Stokes, thin-layer Navier–Stokes, parabolized Navier–
Stokes, viscousshock-layerequations,or boundary-layerequations.
The boundaryconditionsemployedin the simulation,includingboth
� ow properties and turbulence quantities, should be speci� ed. Fi-
nally, any limiting of the turbulencequantities should be discussed.
For example, limiting of the ratio of production to dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy to some ratio, for example, P=½" · 5,
is often used. In addition, realizeability constraints on the turbu-
lence variables and/or normal turbulent stresses30 should also be
discussed.

Criterion 4: Efforts to Establish Numerical Accuracy
The numerical accuracy (or discretization error) of the simula-

tions is an important factor when comparing to experimental data;
for example, if the numerical accuracy of pressure distributions are
estimated to be §20%, then clearly one should not expect to get
agreement with experimental data within 5%. The � rst step toward
determiningthe accuracyof the simulationsis codeveri� cation,that
is, building con� dence that the code is solving the governingequa-
tions correctly. Code veri� cation can be performed by comparison
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of the code results to exact solutions to the governing equations,
highly accurate numerical solutions (or benchmark solutions), or
by the method of manufactured solutions.31;32 Once one has con� -
dence that the code is veri� ed, then the accuracy of the individual
solutionsmust be veri� ed. Solution accuracy includesassessing the
errors due to incomplete iterative convergence8;9 for steady-state
problems, temporal convergence for unsteady problems, and grid
convergence. Methods for estimating the grid convergence errors
based on systematic grid re� nement9;33 tend to be the most reliable
and are applicable to any type of discretization,including � nite dif-
ference, � nite volume, and � nite element. Grid convergence error
estimates for hypersonic � ows are complicated by the presence of
shock waves, which tend to reduce the spatial order of accuracy to
� rst order,34;35 regardless of the nominal order of the spatial dis-
cretization scheme.

Criterion 5: Turbulence Model Sensitivities
Model sensitivitystudies should be performed to determineprac-

tical guidelines for model use. A systematic study of the effects of
the freestreamturbulencelevelson the numericalpredictionsshould
be performed.The normal spacingat the wall yC shouldalso be var-
ied to test model robustness and accuracy for both integration to the
wall and wall functions. In addition to establishing the solution ac-
curacy, a mesh re� nement study can also be used to determine a
given turbulence model’s sensitivity to the mesh density.

Criterion 6: Turbulence Model Validation Results
Model validation results should be presented in a quantitative

manner, rather than qualitatively. For example, the percent differ-
ence between the predictions and experiment should be plotted or
explicitly stated. Experimental error bounds should be given for all
measurements used for validation. These error bounds should in-
clude contributions from instrument uncertainty, experimental run-
to-run uncertainty,physical model alignment uncertainty, � ow� eld
nonuniformities, etc.36

Flow� eld Solver
The SACCARA code is used to solve the compressible Navier–

Stokes equations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy,
and turbulencetransport in either two-dimensionalor axisymmetric
form. The governingequationsare discretizedusing a cell-centered
� nite volume approach. A � nite volume form of Harten’s37 and
Yee’s38 symmetric total variation diminishing scheme is employed.
This � ux schemeis second-orderaccurateand reducesto a � rst-order
Roe-type scheme39 in regions of large gradients, that is, shocks,
based on a minmod limiter. The viscous terms are discretized using
central differences.

The SACCARA code employs a massively parallel distributed
memory architecture based on multiblock structured grids. The
solver is a lower–upper symmetric Gauss–Seidel scheme based on
the works of Yoon and Jameson,40 Yoon and Kwak,41 and Peery and
Imlay,42 which provides for excellent scalability up to thousandsof
processors.43 The SACCARA code has been used to obtain solu-
tions for a wide variety of compressible � ow problems.8¡11;44¡46

The simulations presented herein were run using a 400-MHz Sun
workstation. Typical CPU times to reach convergence for the � ne
mesh two-equationmodel runswere approximately18 h for each � at
plate case and 11 h for each sharp cone case. The Spalart–Allmaras
model12;13 CPU times were somewhat shorter.

All � owsolutionswere initializedbyapplyingthe freestreamcon-
ditions over the entire domain. The governing equations were then
advanced in pseudotime until a steady-state solution was obtained.
The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number at the beginning of
the simulations was set to 0.1. This value was then geometrically
rampedup by a factorof 1.01 until the CFL numberreached1 £ 106.
For the k–! models, the sharp cone simulations were run with zero
eddy viscosity for the � rst 1000 iterations and then allowed to tran-
sition to turbulent � ow downstream of the transition location there-
after. This procedure was required due to instabilities that arose
when the shock moved off of the body and through the turbulent
boundary layer.

Turbulence Models
Transition Method

The current method for specifying transition from laminar to tur-
bulent � ow in the SACCARA code is through analogy with the tur-
bulence intermittencyapproach.The turbulencetransport equations
are solved over the entire domain, with a user-de� ned transition
plane speci� ed. Upstream of this plane, the effective viscosity is
simply the laminar value, whereas downstreamthe effective viscos-
ity is the sum of the laminar and turbulentviscosities.An advantage
of this approach is that the turbulencetransportequationsare solved
over the whole domain, thus promoting turbulent behavior down-
stream of the transition plane. In contrast, if the turbulence source
terms are simply turned on after the transition plane, the turbulence
model may not transitionto turbulent� ow until fartherdownstream,
depending on the freestream turbulence values. A disadvantage of
the current approach is that a discontinuity in the total viscosity
(laminar plus turbulent)may occur at the transitionplane. Note that
the transition location is speci� ed a priori and not modeled, with
the current method admitting sharper gradients in the transitional
region.

Spalart–Allmaras Model12;13

The Spalart–Allmaras12;13 one-equation turbulence model is ex-
amined. This model requires the solutionof a single transport equa-
tion for the eddy viscosity.The Spalart–Allmaras model has proven
to be a numericallyrobust approach,and generallygood resultshave
been demonstrated for a wide variety of � ows. The density gradient
term that arises from the transformation from the original incom-
pressible formulation in substantial derivative form is omitted. See
Refs. 8 and 9 for details. In addition, the boundary-layer trip terms
ft1 and ft2 are omitted.

Low-Reynolds-Number k–" Model
The standard k–" model,14 although providing good results for

shear � ows, is not appropriate for wall-bounded � ows. The low-
Reynolds-number modi� cation of Nagano and Hishida15 is used
to allow integrationto solid walls. The current implementationuses
the incompressibleform of the turbulenceproductionterm P , which
omits terms containing the divergence of velocity. This production
term is limited to 10 times the dissipation, that is, P · 10½". All
other turbulence models employ the compressible form of the pro-
duction term.

Menter k–! Model16

The Menter k–! model16 is a hybrid model that uses a blending
function to combine the best aspects of both the k–! and the k–"
turbulencemodels. Near solid walls, a k–! formulation is used that
allows integration to the wall without any special damping or wall
functions. Near the outer edge of the boundary layer and in shear
layers, the model blends into a transformed version of the k–" for-
mulation, thus, providinggoodpredictionsfor free shear � ows. This
model also shows less sensitivityto freestreamturbulencequantities
than other k–! formulations. The turbulent kinetic energy produc-
tion term is limited to 10 times the dissipation (P · 10¯¤½k!).

Wilcox k–! Model14

The second k–! formulation examined is a modi� cation to an
earlier Wilcox k–! model.17 The updated version14 was developed
to improvepredictionsfor free shear layersand to reducethe solution
sensitivity to freestream w values. This version is referred to as
the Wilcox k–! model14 in the current study. The turbulent kinetic
energy production term is also limited to 10 times the dissipation,
similar to the Menter k–! model.16

Solid-Wall Boundary Conditions
For the Spalart–Allmaras model,12;13 the transportededdy viscos-

ity is set to zero at solid walls. For the three two-equation models,
the turbulent kinetic energy k is speci� ed to be zero at the surface.
The boundary condition for the speci� c dissipation rate is approxi-
mated by setting " to zero at solid surfaces.For the k–! models, the
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omega value for the � rst cell off the wall !1 is set to

!1 D 6º

¯0.1y/2
(1)

where 1y is the distance from the cell center to the wall and
¯0 D 9/125 for the Wilcox model14 and ¯0 D 3/40 for the Menter
model.16 The wall value is set to

!w D 10
6ºw

¯0.1y/2
(2)

The ghost cell (� rst cell within the boundary) value for w is set so
that the second derivative of w at the wall is zero, that is,

@2!

@y2


w

D 0 (3)

Transitional Flow Cases
Flat Plate

Flow over a � at plate has been chosen as the � rst test case, to
illustrate the behavior of the transitional � ow results obtained with
the one- and two-equation turbulence models. The test case con-
sists of Mach 8 � ow over a � at plate with a wall temperature of
Tw D 1000 K and freestream conditions corresponding to an alti-
tude of 15 km (Ref. 47). For this case, the temperature in the � ow is
suf� ciently low such that the perfect gas assumption with ° D 1:4
is appropriate. Sutherland’s law for air was used for the molecular
viscosity. The transition location was speci� ed as x D 0:12 m from
the leading edge to provide a signi� cant region of fully developed
turbulent � ow.

Freestream Flow Conditions
The freestream conditions for the � at plate case are presented

in Table 1. The method for determining the freestream turbulence
propertiesis givenas follows.For the two-equationmodels, the spec-
i� cation of a freestreamturbulence intensity Tu is used to determine
the turbulent kinetic energy in the freestream from

k D .1:2/2/[.Tu=100/V1]2 (4)

where, for example, Tu D 10 correspondsto a freestream turbulence
intensity of 10%. The dissipation variable is determined by speci-
fying the ratio of turbulent to laminar viscosity, ¹t =¹, that is,

" D
C¹½k2=¹

¹t =¹
(5)

or

! D .½k=¹/=.¹t =¹/ (6)

For the Spalart–Allmaras model,12;13 the eddy viscosity is simply
found from laminar viscosity ¹ and the ¹t =¹ ratio. The baseline
values for the � at plate are Tu D 1% and ¹t =¹ D 1. These values are
used for the � at plate throughout this paper unless otherwise stated.

Table 1 Flow conditions for the Mach 8 � at plate

Parameter Value

M1 8
Re 3.24£ 107/m
p1 1.21114£ 104 N/m2

T1 216.65 K
½1 0.19475 kg/m3

V1 2360.54 m/s
¹1 1.4216£ 10¡5 kg/ms
¹t1 1.4216£ 10¡5 kg/ms
k1 334.3 m2 /s2

"1 1.382£ 106 m2/s3

!1 4.594£ 106 1/s
Tw 1000 K

a)

b)

Fig. 1 Computational mesh for a) the � at plate (every other point
shown) and b) the sharp cone (every fourth point shown).

Computational Mesh
A parabolic mesh was used around the � at plate as shown in

Fig. 1a. This mesh topology mitigates the effects of the leading-
edge singularity by clustering points in this region and provides
a set of well-de� ned boundary conditions to apply at the solution
boundaries. Details of the method used to generate the parabolic
mesh are given in Refs. 8 and 9. Most of the results have been
obtained with a � ne mesh of 80 £ 160 cells (80 cells along the plate
surface).Coarsermeshesof 40 £ 80and20 £ 40cellswerealsoused
to show that the 80£ 160 mesh providesresults suf� cientlyaccurate
for assessing the models. The coarser meshes were generated from
the � ne mesh by eliminating every other grid line in each direction.
Maximum yC values (measured from the wall to the nearest cell
center) of approximately 0.1 were used for the � ne mesh in the
turbulent� ow region.The sensitivityof the turbulencemodel results
to wall yC spacing will also be addressed.

Sharp Cone
Flow over a sharp cone with a half-angle of 7 deg has been cho-

sen as the second test case to illustrate the behavior of the lam-
inar/turbulent � ow results obtained with the turbulence models.
The � ow conditions correspond to a wind-tunnel test performed
by Kimmel.26;27 Transition occurs at approximately 0.5 m down-
stream of the nose. The gas is air and the temperatures are such that
the perfect gas assumption with ° D 1:4 is again appropriate. Be-
cause of the low freestream temperatures, Keyes viscosity model48

was used to determine the freestreamconditions from the Reynolds
numberquoted in the experiment.The temperatures in the boundary
layer are suf� ciently high such that Sutherland’s law is used for all
simulations.

Freestream Flow Conditions
The � ow conditions for the sharp cone are presented in Table 2.

The baseline freestream turbulence values for the sharp cone are
Tu D 1% and ¹t =¹ D 10 [Eqs. (4–6)]. The values were chosen to en-
sure that all models provided turbulent solutions downstream of the
transitionplane.These valuesare used for the sharpcone throughout
this paper unless otherwise stated.
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Table 2 Flow conditions for the Mach 8 sharp cone

Parameter Value

M1 7.93
Re1 6.6 £ 106/m
p1 331.02 N/m2

T1 53.18 K
½1 0.02169 kg/m3

V1 1159.3 m/s
¹1 3.45£ 10¡6 kg/ms
¹t1 3.45£ 10¡5 kg/ms
k1 80.64 m2 /s2

"1 3.678£ 105 m2/s3

!1 5.068£ 104 1/s
Tw 303.24 K

Computational Mesh
A parabolic mesh was used for the sharp cone with 160 £ 160

cells (Fig. 1b). Details of the mesh generation procedure are given
in Ref. 5 To assess the spatial error of the surface distributions, a
medium mesh of 80£ 80 cells and a coarse mesh of 40£ 40 cells
were generated by eliminating every other grid line from the � ne
mesh in each direction.Maximum yC wall spacings in the turbulent
region for the � ne mesh are below 0.25.

Numerical Accuracy of Flow Simulations
Iterative Convergence

The simulations were marched in pseudotime until a steady state
was reached. A steady state was assumed when the L2 norms of the
residuals for all � ow equations (mass, momentum, energy, and tur-
bulence transport) were reduced from their initial values by at least
eightordersof magnitude.The residual is de� ned by substitutingthe
current solution into the steady-stateform of the discretizedgovern-
ing equations,that is,without the time derivatives.The residualswill
approach zero as a steady-state solution is reached and the current
solution satis� es the discretized form of the steady equations.

The L2 residual norms of the momentum equations for the � at
plate are given in Fig. 2 for all four turbulencemodels.The x- and y-
momentum residualsare reducedby 14 ordersof magnitudefor each
model in approximately65,000 iterations.Similar reductions in the
residuals were found for the other governing equations. Although
the reductionof the residualnorms to machinezero gives con� dence
that the iterative errors in the discrete solution are small, it is also
useful to examine the iterative error directly.

The method developed by the authors in Refs. 8 and 9 has been
applied to estimate the iterative error in the surface shear stress for
the � at plate. The resulting iterative error estimates are presented
in Fig. 3 at axial locations of 0.06 m (laminar) and 0.5 m (turbu-
lent). The best-estimate error comes from taking the � nal value,
after the residual norms have been reduced to machine zero, as the
exact value. The local estimate at iteration n is based on the solu-
tion values at three iteration levels, n, n C 5000, and n ¡ 5000. (See
Refs. 8 and 9 for details.) Thus, the local estimate at 15,000 itera-
tions depends on the solution values at 10,000; 15,000; and 20,000
iterations. The best estimates and local estimates for the iterative
error are in agreement. The iterative errors in shear stress drop at
the same rate as the L2 norms in Fig. 2. At 15,000 iterations, the L2
norms for the momentum equations has been dropped by approxi-
mately seven orders of magnitude from their initial levels, whereas
the iterative errors in the shear stress are approximately 0.03% in
the laminar region and 0.0004% in the turbulent region. Based on
these results, a residual reduction of approximately eight orders of
magnitude is enough to ensure that the iterativeerrors are small and
may be neglected relative to the grid convergence errors discussed
hereafter.

The residual norms were also examined for the sharp cone, with
the results presented in Ref. 5. The two-equation turbulencemodels
showed a 14 order of magnitude drop in y-momentum residuals,
whereas the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 leveled off after an eight
order of magnitude reduction. The reason that the residuals for the
Spalart–Allmaras simulations leveled off is unknown, but based on
the results presented for the � at plate, an eight order of magnitude
drop is suf� cient to ensure that the actual iterative errors are small.

Fig. 2 Iterative convergence of the x- and y-momentum residuals for
the Mach 8 � at plate.

Fig. 3 Iterative error estimates in the laminar (0.06-m) and turbulent
(0.5-m) regions for the Mach 8 � at plate.

Similar reductionswere found for the other governingequationsfor
this case.

Grid Convergence
Grid (or spatial) convergence has been judged from the steady-

state solutions on three meshes, 1, 2, and 3 (from � nest to coarsest).
The Richardsonextrapolationprocedure(RE) (seeRef. 33) has been
used to obtain a more accurate result from the relation

fRE D f1 C . f1 ¡ f2/=3 (7)

The precedingrelationassumes that the numericalscheme is second
order, that both mesh levels are in the asymptotic grid convergence
range,and thata mesh re� nementfactorof two, thatis, griddoubling,
is used. The accuracy of the solutions on the three meshes has been
estimated using the exact solution approximated by fRE that gives
the solution error as

% errorof fk D 100. fk ¡ fRE/= fRE (8)

where k D 1, 2, 3 is the mesh level.
If the mesh has been re� ned suf� cientlysuch that the solutiondis-

plays a second-orderbehavior, and a mesh re� nement factor of two
is used, then the errors on the three meshes will obey the following
relationship:

% error of f1 D % error of f2=4 D % error of f3=16 (9)
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Fig. 4 Spatial error in the surface shear stress for the Mach 8 � at plate
using the Wilcox k–! turbulence model.14

Fig. 5 Spatial error in the surface heat � ux for the Mach 8 sharp cone
using the Menter k–! turbulence model.16

In the preceding equation, the � rst equality will always be satis� ed
whenEq. (7) is used to estimatetheexactsolution.The secondequal-
ity will only be satis� ed if all three meshes have been suf� ciently
re� ned be in the second-order asymptotic range.

Flat Plate
For the Mach 8 � at plate, the spatial discretization error in the

surface shear stress was examined for each turbulence model. The
normalized errors from Eq. (9) are given in Fig. 4. for the Wilcox
k–! model.14 There is an increasein the spatialerror at the transition
point, but the error in the fully turbulent region is below 1%. A large
error is also foundat the leading-edgesingularity.Beyond thispoint,
the errors in the laminar region are below 2%. That the normalized
coarse grid error distribution does not match the normalized values
on the medium and � ne meshes indicates that the three mesh levels
are not all in the asymptotic grid convergence region. Thus, the
obtained error estimates should be used with caution. Although not
shown, the other two-equation turbulence models also gave spatial
errors in the turbulent region of less than 1%, whereas the Spalart–
Allmaras12;13 model had errors less than 0.5% and appeared to be
nearly grid asymptotic on all three grid levels that is, Eq. (9) was
satis� ed.

Sharp Cone
The spatialdiscretizationerror in the surfaceheat � uxon the sharp

cone is given in Fig. 5 for the Menter k–! model.16 The results on

Table 3 Freestream sensitivity of the Spalart–Allmaras
model for the Mach 8 � at plate

Case ¹t =¹ Flow

1 1 £ 10¡5 T
2 0.001 T
3 0.1 T
4 1.0 T
5 10.0 T

Fig. 6 Spatial error in the surface heat � ux for the Mach 8 sharp cone
using the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model.12;13

all three grid levels are second-ordergrid asymptotic in the laminar
region,with � ne grid heat � ux errorsof less than 0.5%. Again, a rise
in the error is seen at the transition location. The spatial errors in
the fully turbulent region are below 1.5%, with the coarse grid error
failing to exhibit second-ordergrid asymptotic behavior. Although
not shown, the low-Reynolds-numberk–" and the Wilcox k–! two-
equation turbulence models14 also gave spatial errors near 1.5%
in the turbulent region. As shown in Fig. 6, the Spalart–Allmaras
model12;13 has errors in the turbulent region of less than 0.25%. Fur-
thermore, the normalized errors from Eq. (9) indicate that all three
grid levels are in the asymptoticgrid convergencerange. Similar re-
sults for the surface shear stresswere foundusingall four turbulence
models.

Summary of Spatial Accuracy Study
To summarize the � ndings of the grid convergence study, the

surface properties with the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model12;13

exhibited second-ordergrid asymptotic behavior for all three mesh
levels, with � ne grid errors in the turbulent region of 0.5 and 0.25%
for � at plate and sharp cone, respectively. The surface properties
for the two-equation models did not exhibit second-orderbehavior
in the turbulent region on all three grids, but the estimated � ne grid
errorswerebelow1 and 1.5%for the � atplate andcone,respectively.

Freestream Turbulence Sensitivity
Turbulence models may show some sensitivity to the freestream

turbulence quantities. This sensitivity can manifest in two forms:
changes in the location of transition from laminar to turbulent � ow
and changes in the eddy viscosity levels in the turbulent region.
The former may actually be a desirable characteristicwhen bypass
transition is being modeled, whereas the latter is generally unde-
sirable.Experimentalevidence49;50 suggests that surface properties,
for example, shear stress, in the fully developedturbulent region are
generally not affected by freestream turbulence intensity, at least in
the case of low-speed � ows.

To assess the sensitivity of the models to the freestream turbu-
lence properties, the turbulent to laminar viscosity ratio was varied
from 1 £ 10¡5 (case 1) to 10 (case 5), for example, see Table 3. The
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Table 4 Freestream sensitivity of the low-Reynolds-
number k–" model for the Mach 8 � at plate

Tu ,%

A B C D E
Case ¹t =¹ 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

1 1 £ 10¡5 La La La La La

2 0.001 La L La La L
3 0.1 La La La La L
4 1.0 La L T T T
5 10.0 La L T Ta T

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Fig. 7 Sensitivity of the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model12;13 to
freestream turbulence levels for the Mach 8 � at plate.

turbulenceintensity was varied from 0.001% (case A) to 10% (case
E), for example, see Table 4. The lower turbulence intensity of case
A correspondsto free � ight,51 whereastheupperlimit (caseE) is rep-
resentative of the turbulence intensity in wind tunnels downstream
of turbulence-generatingscreens. The physically realizable values
for the turbulent to laminar viscosity ratio are more dif� cult to de-
termine due to problems with direct measurements of turbulence
dissipation.

To avoid running all 25 cases for each two-equation turbulence
model, certain criteria were used to reduce the number of runs. For
example, if two cases with the same turbulence intensity, for exam-
ple, cases 1-A and 5-A, were run, and both produced laminar � ow,
then the cases in between, that is, 2-A, 3-A, and 4-A, were assumed
to producelaminar � ow and, therefore,werenot run.Similarly, if the
two bracketing cases produced turbulent � ow with the same levels
of surface shear stress or heat � ux, then the cases in between were
omitted. Finally, if a given case was found to be laminar, then all
cases above and to the left (Table 4) were also assumed to be lam-
inar. The � ows were determined to be laminar or turbulent based
on the shear stress or heat � ux values downstream of the speci� ed
transition plane.

Flat Plate
The surface shear stress predictions for the Spalart–Allmaras

model12;13 on the � at plate are given in Fig. 7 for the various
freestream turbulence properties (cases 1, 2, 4, and 5). All four
cases resulted in turbulent � ow after the transition plane. The be-
havior of the turbulence models can be more easily discerned by
examining the shear stress in the turbulent region. This region is in-
dicated in Fig. 8 and shows that the shear stress is insensitive to the
value of eddy viscosity chosen in the freestream. These results are
also presented in Table 3, where a T indicates that the shear stress
downstream of the transition plane at x D 0:5 m was turbulent. In
fact, the shear stress levels at this location for the four cases are
within 0.07% for the four cases.

Table 5 Freestream sensitivity of the Menter k–!
model16 for the Mach 8 � at plate

Tu ,%

A B C D E
Case ¹t =¹ 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

1 1 £ 10¡5 La La La La La

2 0.001 La L La La L
3 0.1 L T T T T
4 1.0 L T T T T
5 10.0 L T T T T

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Table 6 Freestream sensitivity of the Wilcox
k–! model14 for the Mach 8 � at plate

Tu ,%

A B C D E
Case ¹t =¹ 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

1 1 £ 10¡5 La La La La La

2 0.001 La L La La L
3 0.1 La L 411.3 410.7 410.6
4 1.0 L 427.2 416.8 410.8 410.7
5 10.0 L 427.6 425.0 411.9 411.0

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Fig. 8 Sensitivity of the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model12;13 to
freestream turbulence levels for the Mach 8 � at plate (enlarged view).

The sensitivity to freestream turbulence levels for the low-
Reynolds-numberk–" model is shown in Table 4. All cases with a
freestream turbulence intensity value of less than or equal to 0.01%
or eddy viscosity ratios of less than or equal to 0.1 resulted in lam-
inar � ow (L in Table 4). For all cases where the � ow was turbulent,
the shear stress levels at 0.5 m were within 0.01%. The behavior of
the Menter k–! model16 is shown in Table 5. This model produced
laminar � ow for Tu · 0.001% and ¹t =¹ · 0:001. The shear stress
levels at 0.5 m were within 0.04% for all cases where turbulent � ow
was predicted.

The sensitivity of the Wilcox k–! model14 to freestream turbu-
lence levels is given in Table 6, where the boldfaced values indi-
cate the turbulent shear stress levels (newtons per square meter) at
x D 0:5 m. The sensitivity to the freestream turbulence levels shows
that the shear stress at this location varies by as much as 4% when
the � ow is turbulent. The behavior of the turbulent shear stress is
shown graphically in Fig. 9. The higher levels of turbulent shear
stress occur at the lower freestream ! and turbulence intensity val-
ues. Initially, it was hypothesized that higher turbulent shear stress
levels may correspond to an earlier transition location on the plate.
However, fully turbulent calculations did not yield a correlation
between transition location and shear stress levels in the turbulent
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Table 7 Freestream sensitivity of
the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13

for the Mach 8 sharp cone

Case ¹t =¹ Flow

1 1 £ 10¡5 T
2 0.001 T
3 0.1 Ta

4 1.0 T
5 10.0 T

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Table 8 Freestream sensitivity of the low-Reynolds-
number k–" model for the Mach 8 sharp cone

Tu ,%

A B C D E
Case ¹t =¹ 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

1 1 £ 10¡5 La La La La La

2 0.001 La L La La L
3 0.1 La La L L L
4 1.0 La La L L L
5 10.0 La L L T T

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Fig. 9 Sensitivity of the Wilcox k–! turbulence model14 to freestream
turbulence levels for the Mach 8 � at plate (enlarged view).

region. Furthermore, the experimental data of Refs. 49 and 50, al-
though for low-speed � ows, suggest that the skin-friction levels in
the fully turbulent region should be insensitive to variations in the
turbulence intensity. Thus, the Wilcox k–! model’s14 sensitivity to
freestream turbulence quantities is not consistentwith these data.

Sharp Cone
The sensitivityof the turbulent heat � ux to freestream turbulence

levels for the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 is given in Table 7 for the
sharpcone.As with the � at plate, all values of the normalized turbu-
lent viscosity produced turbulent � ow downstreamof the transition
plane. Furthermore, the heat � ux levels at x D 1 m were all within
0.01%. The sensitivity of the low-Reynolds-number k–" model to
the freestream turbulence levels is given in Table 8. For this case,
turbulent � ow was achieved only when ¹t =¹ D 10 and Tu D 1 or
10%. The turbulent heat � ux levels at 1 m were within 0.01%.

The freestreamturbulencesensitivityfor the Menter k–! model16

is shown in Fig. 10. An enlargementof the turbulent region is given
in Fig. 11 and shows that only minor variations in the turbulentheat
� ux occur as the freestream turbulence is varied. The sensitivity
of this model is more easily seen in Table 9, where laminar � ow
downstream of the transition plane is observed when Tu · 0.01%
and ¹t =¹ · 0:001. The heating levels at x D 1 m are all within 0.2%
when turbulent � ow is predicted.

Table 9 Freestream sensitivity of the Menter
k–! model16 for the Mach 8 sharp cone

Tu ,%

A B C D E
Case ¹t =¹ 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

1 1 £ 10¡5 La La La La La

2 0.001 La L La La L
3 0.1 La La T Ta T
4 1.0 La La Ta T T
5 10.0 La L T T T

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Fig. 10 Sensitivity of the Menter k–! turbulence model16 to
freestream turbulence levels for the Mach 8 sharp cone.

Fig. 11 Sensitivity of the Menter k–! turbulence model16 to
freestream turbulence levels for the Mach 8 sharp cone (enlarged view).

The sensitivityof theWilcoxk–! model14 to the freestreamturbu-
lence values is shown graphically in Fig. 12. Similar to the Menter
k–! model,16 this model predicts laminar � ow when Tu · 0.01%
and ¹t =¹ · 0:001. However, there is a stronger sensitivity to the
freestream turbulence levels for the Wilcox k–! model,14 as shown
in Table 10, where heat � ux levels (watts per squaremeter) are given
when turbulent � ow is predicted.The turbulent heat � ux at x D 1 m
varies by as much as 4% for the conditions examined. As in the � at
plate case, this model predicts the highest turbulent heating at the
lower freestream ! and turbulence intensity levels.
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Table 10 Freestream sensitivity of the Wilcox k–!
model14 for the Mach 8 sharp cone

Tu ,%

A B C D E
Case ¹t =¹ 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0

1 1 £ 10¡5 La La La La La

2 0.001 La L La La L
3 0.1 La La 11861 11812 11812
4 1.0 La La 12081 11820 11813
5 10.0 La L 12280 11910 11834

aDenotes a case that was not run.

Fig. 12 Sensitivityof the Wilcox k–! turbulence model14 to freestream
turbulence levels for the Mach 8 sharp cone (enlarged view).

Summary of the Freestream Sensitivity Study
To summarize the � nding on freestream turbulence sensitiv-

ity, the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 was entirely insensitive to
the freestream turbulence, yielding identical turbulent � ow for
all freestream values examined. The two-equation models showed
some sensitivity in that the solutions tended to be laminar when
the freestream turbulence levels were low and were turbulent when
these levels were high. When the low-Reynolds-number k–" and
the Menter k–! models16 produced turbulent solutions, the turbu-
lent shear stress and heating levels were within 0.2%for both the � at
plate and the sharp cone. The Wilcox k–! model,14 however, pro-
duced turbulentsurface shear stress and heating levels that variedby
as much as 4% when the freestream turbulencevalues were varied.
Furthermore, this model tended to give higher shear stress and heat
� ux levels at the lower freestream! and turbulenceintensityvalues.
As expected, the freestream turbulence levels had no impact on the
laminar skin friction and heating.

Wall Normal Mesh Spacing Sensitivity
The � ow� eld meshes for both the � at plate and the sharp cone

were modi� ed to examine the sensitivity of the turbulence models
to the yC spacingnear the wall. The � ne mesheswere modi� ed only
over the � rst 40 points, to keep theoutermesh the same.This method
was chosen to isolate the yC sensitivity from the grid resolution
sensitivity as much as possible. Within the � rst 40 points, the yC

value was speci� ed at the wall and the grid spacing at the 40th point
was matched to the outer grid. A hyperbolic tangent stretching was
used to vary smoothly between the wall and the outer grid.

Flat Plate
For theMach8 � at plate, thebaselinemeshhas an average yC wall

spacing in the turbulentregion of approximately0.1. This mesh was
modi� ed as describedearlier to producemesheswith yC spacingsof
0.01, 0.25, and 1. An additionalmesh was generatedwith a yC spac-
ing of 10, which required the removal of grid points from the mesh

Fig. 13 Sensitivity of the low-Reynolds-numberk–" turbulence model
to normal wall spacing (y+ ) for the Mach 8 � at plate (enlarged view).

Fig. 14 Sensitivity of the Menter k–! turbulence model16 to normal
wall spacing (y+ ) for the Mach 8 � at plate (enlarged view).

to minimize large grid spacing changes. Only the low-Reynolds-
number k–" turbulence model was able to obtain a solution on this
mesh, with the other three models diverging, even with a reduction
in the time step.

The shear stress in the turbulent region is presented for the low-
Reynolds-numberk–" model in Fig. 13. For yC values of 0.25 and
below, this model gives consistent results for the shear stress. At
the downstream end of the plate, the shear stress with yC D 1 ap-
pears to be in error by almost 15%. The results with yC D 10 greatly
overpredict the shear stress immediately downstream of the transi-
tion region and clearly obtain a different slope than the smaller yC

values.
The wall shear stress for the Menter k–! model16 is presented

in Fig. 14 for the various yC wall spacings. A consistent slope is
seen for all yC values, whereas the shear stress for the yC D 1 mesh
is consistently 5% below the other curves. Although not shown,
similar results were found for the Wilcox k–! model14 with the
curves for yC D 0:25 and 0.1 even closer to that of yC D 0:01. The
results for the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 showed good agreement
for the � ner yC spacing, and the shear stress for the yC D 1 case was
only 2.5% high (not shown).

Sharp Cone
For the baseline Mach 8 sharp cone grid, the average yC spacing

in the turbulent region was 0.25. The mesh was modi� ed to obtain
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mesheswith yC spacingsof 0.01,0.1, and1. An additionalmesh was
generatedwith yC D 10 by removingpoints from the interiorportion
of the grid. Again, only the low-Reynolds-number k–" model was
able to achieve a converged solution, although the results on this
grid were of poor quality.

Surface heat � ux distributions for the Spalart–Allmaras
model12;13 are presented in Fig. 15 for near-wall yC spacings of
0.01 to 1. The results are insensitive to the yC spacing, with max-
imum differences of only 2%. Sensitivity results for the Wilcox
k–! model14 are given in Fig. 16. The solutions with the � ner wall
spacing are in close agreement, whereas the yC D 1 heating is ap-
proximately 6% low. Although not shown, a similar behavior is
found for the Menter k–! model,16 with the yC D 1 heating being
roughly9% low. For the low-Reynolds-numberk–" model, the � ner
yC curves are in good agreement, whereas the yC D 1 curve is 12%
high and displays a more shallow slope (not shown).

Summary of the Wall Spacing Study
The Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 was shown to be the least sensi-

tive to the wall yC spacing,with differencesof less than 2.5% in the
turbulent region for both cases. The k–! models were mildly sensi-
tive to the wall yC , with the Wilcox k–! model14 giving differences
of less than 6% for both cases and the Menter k–! model16 giving
differences of 5 and 9% for the � at plate and cone, respectively.

Fig. 15 Sensitivity of the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model12;13 to
normal wall spacing (y+ ) for the Mach 8 sharp cone (enlarged view).

Fig. 16 Sensitivity of the Wilcox k–! turbulence model14 to normal
wall spacing (y+ ) for the Mach 8 sharp cone (enlarged view).

The k–" model was the only model that ran for the yC D 10 case;
however,the results for this modelwere poor forboth yC D 10and1.

Model Validation
Flat Plate

For the baseline freestream conditions, the transitional � ow over
a � at plate at Mach 8 has been calculatedwith the SACCARA code
and compared to the accurate laminar and turbulent results obtained
for this case by Van Driest.1;2 The transition location was arbitrarily
speci� ed at xt D 0:12 m for this case. Skin-friction pro� les have
been obtained using all four turbulence models and are presented
in Fig. 17. The Reynolds number based on an axial coordinate is
used for the abscissabecausetypicalboundary-layerpropertiessuch
as momentum thickness are dif� cult to compute for Navier–Stokes
codes. All simulations correctly predict the laminar skin friction,
according to Van Driest,1 upstream of the transition plane. Details
of the turbulent region are shown in Fig. 18 for each model. The
results appear to reach an approximately constant error relative to
the Van Driest correlation2 by the end of the plate. At this location,
the Wilcox k–! model14 underpredicts the Van Driest2 curve by
6.7%, whereasthe Spalart–Allmaras,12;13 Menter k–! (Ref. 16), and
low-Reynolds-numberk–" overpredict the skin friction by 1.4, 3.1,
and 6.3%, respectively.The Van Driest correlation,2 as discussed in
the preceding section, is based on theory as well as a large amount

Fig. 17 Comparison of the turbulence models to the Van Driest
correlations1;2 for the Mach 8 � at plate.

Fig. 18 Comparison of the turbulence models to the Van Driest
correlations1;2 for the Mach 8 � at plate (enlarged view).
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Fig. 19 Comparison of the turbulence models to the Van Driest
correlations3;4 for the Mach 8 sharp cone.

Fig. 20 Comparison of the turbulence models to the Van Driest
correlations3;4 for the Mach 8 sharp cone (enlarged view).

of experimental data. Squire52 estimates that the accuracy of this
relationship is within §3%. Accounting for the grid convergence
errors, the skin-friction predictions from the Spalart–Allmaras12;13

and Menter k–! models16 are within the error tolerances, whereas
the low-Reynolds-numberk–" and Wilcox k–! models14 are not.

Sharp Cone
For the baseline freestream conditions, the transitional � ow over

a sharp cone at Mach 8 has been simulated. Surface heating results
vs surface distance Reynolds number are presented in Fig. 19 for
the four turbulencemodels along with laminar boundary-layercode
results, turbulent Van Driest cone theory,3 and White’s turbulent
cone rule4 (see Ref. 5 for details). In addition, experimentaldata are
taken from Ref. 27 and include the conservative10% error bounds
suggested by Kimmel. Note that these data are presented in terms
of the surface distance Reynolds number based on the freestream
conditions,whereas the Reynolds numberbased on edge conditions
was used in Fig. 5 of Ref. 27. Although the surface heating pre-
dictions in the transitional region do not match the experimental
data, the predictions in both the laminar and turbulent regions are
generally within the experimental error bounds. Note that the low-
Reynolds-number k–" model gives transition slightly downstream
of the speci� ed transitionpoint for the chosenfreestreamturbulence
values.

An enlarged view of the turbulent heating region is presented
in Fig. 20. At the end of the cone, the two theoretical correlations
agree to within 4%. This difference is well within the accuracy of

Table 11 Summary of turbulence mode assessment for zero pressure
gradient boundary layer � ows

Model

Spalart– Low-Reynolds- Menter Wilcox
Criteria Allmaras12;13 number k–" k–! (Ref. 16) k–! (Ref. 14)

Freestream ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
turbulence
sensitivity

Wall yC ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
sensitivity

Grid ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
resolution
sensitivity

Model ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?
validation:
� at plate

Model ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
validation:
sharp cone

Fig. 21 Comparison of the turbulence models to the Van Driest
correlations3;4 for the Mach 8 sharp cone (enlarged view).

the correlations, which is estimated to be approximately §5–10%.
When the theoretical value is taken to be the average of these two
curves, the Wilcox k–! model14 is roughly 5.7% below the theory
at the end of the cone. Both the Menter k–! model16 and the low-
Reynolds-numberk–" model predict heating values approximately
2.5% high, whereas the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 is 4.3% high.
When the grid convergence errors discussed earlier are accounted
for, all of the turbulence models are well within the estimated error
bounds. The skin-friction results for the sharp cone show a high
degree of similarity to the heating results, with an enlargement of
the turbulent region given in Fig. 21.

The foregoing model assessment results are summarized in
Table 11. For each category, the models are given ratings from one
star to four stars, with one being poor and four being excellent.

Summary
A turbulencemodel assessmentmethodologywas developedthat

includes documentationprocedures, solution accuracy assessment,
model sensitivity, and model validation.This methodologywas ap-
plied to the Mach 8, perfect gas � ow over a � at plate and a sharp
cone using four turbulencemodels: the one-equationeddy viscosity
transport model of Spalart–Allmaras,12;13 a low-Reynolds-number
k–" model, the Menter k–! model,16 and the Wilcox k–! model.14

The numerical accuracy of the surface shear stress and heat � ux
was examined for the various models. Iterative convergence was
demonstrated by reducing the L2 norms of the governing equa-
tions by at least eight orders of magnitude for all equations.Surface
propertiesin the laminarregionswere second-ordergridasymptotic,
with errorsbelow 2% for both cases.The surfaceshear stress for the
� at plate in the fully turbulent region was nearly grid asymptotic,
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with error estimates below 1% for the two-equation models. The
surface heat � ux in the fully turbulent region for the cone had error
estimates below 1.5% for the two-equation models; however, these
results were not fully second-orderasymptotic on all three meshes.
The Spalart–Allmaras one-equation model12;13 gave results in the
turbulent region that were fully second-order grid asymptotic for
both cases. For this model, the grid convergence errors in shear
stress for the � at plate were within 0.5%, and the heat � ux errors
for the sharp cone were within 0.25%.

The sensitivity of the surface properties to the freestream tur-
bulence levels was examined. The Spalart–Allmaras model12;13

showed no sensitivity because all freestream turbulence levels pro-
duced identical turbulent results downstreamof the transitionpoint.
The two-equation models often gave laminar � ow downstream of
the transition point for the lower levels of freestream turbulence.
When turbulent � ow was predicted, the low-Reynolds-number
k–" and Menter k–! (Ref. 16) models produced the same levels
of shear stress and heating in the fully turbulent region, regard-
less of the freestream turbulence levels. The Wilcox k–! model,14

however, was sensitive to the freestream turbulence levels, with
turbulent shear stress and heat � ux results varying by as much
as 4%. In addition, this model tended to produce higher turbulent
shear stress and heating values at the lower ! and turbulence in-
tensity values. For some of the turbulence models, unrealistically
high freestream turbulence levels were required to obtain turbulent
� ow.

The sensitivityof the surface properties to the yC normal spacing
at the wall was also examined.For the Spalart–Allmaras model,12;13

when the yC wall spacing was varied between 0.01 and unity, the
surface propertiesvaried by less than 2.5% for both � ow cases. The
Menter k–! (Ref. 16) and Wilcox k–! (Ref. 14) models produced
yC variations in surface properties within 9 and 6%, respectively.
The low-Reynolds-numberk–" model was sensitive to the yC wall
spacing,with yC variationsbetween0.01 and unity, yieldingsurface
property variations as high as 15%.

For the compressible � at plate, the turbulent shear stress cor-
relations of Van Driest2 are well established and are accurate to
within §3% (see Ref. 52). The wall shear stress from the Spalart–
Allmaras12;13 and Menter k–! (Ref. 16) models were within the
uncertainty of the correlations when the grid convergence errors
were taken into account, whereas the low-Reynolds-number k–"
and Wilcox k–! (Ref. 14) models were not. The surface property
correlations for the sharp cone are not as well established and are
estimated to only be accurate within §5–10%. All four turbulence
models gave surface heat � ux results within these broad uncertainty
bands.Furtherwork is requiredto reducethe uncertaintyin the sharp
cone correlations to improve the validation of the models for this
� ow.

Overall, the Spalart–Allmaras model12;13 excels in almost every
model assessment category, whereas the Menter k–! model16 also
performs quite well. The low-Reynolds-numberk–" model showed
a strong sensitivity in the surface properties to the yC wall spacing;
however, note that the incompressible form of the turbulent kinetic
energy production term was employed. The Wilcox k–! model14

showedastrongsensitivityto the freestreamturbulencelevels.These
two models also failed to give shear stress results within the corre-
lation uncertainty for the � at plate, even after the grid convergence
errors were taken into account.
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